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Abstract—Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) can be used to
provide wireless network and remote surveillance coverage for
disaster-affected areas. During such a situation, the UAVs need
to return periodically to a charging station for recharging,
due to their limited battery capacity. We study the problem
of minimizing the number of UAVs required for a continuous
coverage of a given area, given the recharging requirement. We
prove that this problem is NP-complete. Due to its intractability,
we study partitioning the coverage graph into cycles that start
at the charging station. We first characterize the minimum
number of UAVs to cover such a cycle based on the charging
time, the traveling time, and the number of subareas to be
covered by the cycle. Based on this analysis, we then develop
an efficient algorithm, the cycles with limited energy algorithm.
The straightforward method to continuously cover a given area
is to split it into N subareas and cover it by N cycles using N
additional UAVs. Our simulation results examine the importance
of critical system parameters: the energy capacity of the UAVs,
the number of subareas in the covered area, and the UAV
charging and traveling times. We demonstrate that the cycles with
limited energy algorithm requires 69%-94% fewer additional
UAVs relative to the straightforward method, as the energy
capacity of the UAVs is increased, and 67%-71% fewer additional
UAVs, as the number of subareas is increased.

Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicles, charging, continuous
coverage.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 2005, Hurricane Katrina in the United States caused over

1,900 deaths, 3 million land-line phone interruptions, and more

than 2,000 base stations going out of service [1]–[3]. Another

example of a large-scale interruption of telecommunications

service is the World Trade Center attack in 2001, when it took

just minutes for the nearby base stations to be overloaded. The

attacks caused the disturbance of a phone switch with over

200,000 lines, 20 cell sites, and 9 TV broadcast stations [1],

[4]. These incidents demonstrate the need for a quick/efficient

deployment network for emergency cases.

The authors in [5] proposed a UAV-based replacement net-

work during disasters, where the UAVs serve as aerial wireless

base stations. However, this study did not consider how the

UAVs will guarantee a continuous coverage when they need

to return to the charging station for recharging. Though a UAV

has limited energy capacity and needs to recharge its battery

before running out of power during the coverage process,

only few studies have considered this constraint in the UAV

Fig. 1: The Continuous Coverage Problem

coverage problem. Concretely, the author in [6] determined

the minimum number of UAVs that can provide continuous

coverage for a single area using UAVs with uniform and non-

uniform energy capacity. However, no consideration has been

made for the case when there are multiple subareas that need to

be covered, which is the typical scenario during disasters. The

authors in [7], [8] formulated the Mobile Charging Problem,

in which multiple mobile chargers collaborate to charge static

sensors with minimum number of mobile chargers subject to

speed and energy limits of the mobile chargers, such that the

energy consumption of the mobile chargers is minimized. Note

that the mobile charging problem is different from the problem

we study. In the mobile charging problem, the chargers will not

cover the sensors continuously. The mobile charger will visit

the sensor and stay for a specific time to charge the sensor and

after finishing the charging process, it will visit other sensors.

In [9], the authors studied the continuous coverage problem

for mobile targets, where during the coverage process a UAV

that runs out of energy is replaced by a new one. Many

studies [10]–[13] focused on minimizing the total transmission

power of the UAVs during the coverage of a geographical

area, however, no limits on the UAV energy capacity and the

need for recharging have been considered. The work in [14]

reported that the energy consumption during data transmission

http://arxiv.org/abs/1705.09766v1
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and reception is much smaller than the energy consumption

during the UAV hovering, i.e., it only constitutes 10%-20%
of the UAV energy capacity. Thus, it is important to conduct

studies that take into account the energy consumption during

the UAV hovering rather than focusing on minimizing the

energy consumption during data transmission and reception.

Contrary to the related work above, we integrate the recharg-

ing requirements into the coverage problem and examine the

minimum number of required UAVs for enabling continuous

coverage under that setting (see Figure 1). To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first study that jointly considers the

coverage and recharging problems where multiple subareas are

to be covered. Our main contributions in this context are: 1)

We formulate the problem of minimizing the number of UAVs

required to provide continuous coverage of a given area, given

the recharging requirement. 2) We prove that this problem is

NP-complete. 3) Due to the intractability of the problem, we

study partitioning the coverage graph into cycles that start at

the charging station. 4) Based on this analysis, we develop an

efficient algorithm.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents our system model including the problem formulation

and the proof of the NP completeness. In Section III, we show

how to find the minimum number of additional UAVs that

are required to guarantee the continuous coverage. Then, we

present our proposed algorithm. In Section IV, we present our

experimental results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Problem Statement

Consider a geographical area G={g1,...,gN}, where gi rep-

resents a subarea i, the subarea g1 ∈ G includes the charging

station and all subareas except subarea g1 need to be covered

G0=G \ g1. We want to find the minimum number of UAVs

that can provide a continuous coverage over G0 by placing the

UAVs at locations where each UAV will provide full coverage

for one subarea. In the continuous coverage problem, we

assume: (1) Time slotted system in which the slot duration is

1 time unit and the total coverage duration is T . (2) All UAVs

start the coverage process from the charging station and they

need to return to the charging station after they complete the

coverage process. (3) Each UAV has limited energy capacity E

and it needs to return to the charging station to recharge the

battery before running out during the coverage process. (4)

Each UAV can move (from the charging station to location

i), (from location i to location j) or (from location j to the

charging station) and this process will take one time slot.

(5) Each UAV covers a given subarea for one or multiple

time slots. (6) Each subarea will be covered by only one

UAV. (7) The UAV cannot travel to the charging station or

to any other location until the handoff process is completed in

which another UAV arrives to cover the subarea such that the

continuous coverage is guaranteed. (8) The recharging process

takes Tcharge at the charging station.

B. Problem Formulation

Now, we formulate the continuous coverage problem. In

order to present the problem formulation, we introduce the

binary variable xm that takes the value of 1 if the UAV m

visits any subarea from charging station during the coverage

duration T and equals 0 otherwise; the binary variable ytij,m
that takes the value of 1 if the if the UAV m moves through

edge ij during the time slot t and equals 0 otherwise; the

binary variable ztj,m that takes the value 1 if the UAV m covers

the subarea j at time slot t and equals 0 otherwise. Table I

provides a list of the major notations used in this paper.

TABLE I: A List of Notations

M The set of fully charged UAVs available at the charging

station.

E The energy capacity of each UAV m ∈ M .

T The coverage duration.

ETravel
ij The energy consumed when the UAV travels from subarea

i to subarea j where i, j ∈ G.

ECover
j The energy consumed when the UAV covers the subarea j

for one time slot where j ∈ G (constant).

Tcharge The time that the UAV needs to recharge the battery at

the charging station.

min
∑

m∈M

xm

subject to

ytij,m ≤ xm ∀i, j ∈ G, ∀t ∈ [0, T ], ∀m ∈M (1)
ztj,m ≤ xm ∀j ∈ G0, ∀t ∈ (0, T ), ∀m ∈M (2)
∑

m∈M

y01j,m = 1 ∀j ∈ G0 (3)

∑

m∈M

ztj,m = 1 ∀j ∈ G0, ∀t ∈ (0, T ) (4)

∑

i∈G,i6=j

∑

m∈M

ytij,m ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ G0, ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (5)

∑

i1∈G

yti1j,m1
=

∑

i2∈G

yt+1
ji2,m2

∀j ∈ G0,

∀t ∈ (0, T ),m1 6= m2 (6)
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈[0,T )

∑

i∈G

ytij,m ≤
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈(0,T )

ztj,m

∀j ∈ G0 (7)
∑

j∈G0

∑

τ∈Tcharge

[ytj1,m + yt+τ
1j,m] ≤ 1

∀m ∈M, ∀t ∈ (0, T ) (8)
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈[0,T ]

∑

j∈G0

yt1j,m =
∑

m∈M

∑

t∈[0,T ]

∑

i∈G0

yti1,m (9)

∑

t∈[t1,t2]

∑

i,j∈G

ETravel
ij ytij,m +

∑

t∈[t1,t2]

∑

j∈G

ECover
j ztj,m

≤ E ∀m ∈M, ∀[t1, t2] ∈ [0, T ], t1 = arg yt1j,m
t2 = arg yti1,m, t2 > t1, ∀t3 ∈ (t1, t2)
t3 6= arg yt1j,m 6= arg yti1,m (10)

The objective is to minimize the number of UAVs that are

needed to provide a continuous coverage during the coverage

duration T subject to various design constraints. Constraints

(1) and (2) ensure that the UAV can travel and cover the

subareas only if we select it to participate in the coverage
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process. Constraint (3) ensures that all subareas will be

covered at the first time slot. Constraint (4) guarantees the

continuous coverage for each subarea. Constraint (5) allows

the UAV to visit a new subarea (when ytij,m=1) or to continue

covering the current subarea (when ytij,m=0). Constraint (6)

characterizes the handoff process between the UAVs, when the

UAV m1 wants to visit the subarea j from subarea i1 at time t

(yti1j,m1
=1), the UAV m2 that covers the subarea j will travel

to subarea i2 at time t+1 (yt+1
ji2,m2

=1). Constraint (7) describes

the relation between the traveling process and the covering

process, where the number of times that the subarea j is

covered will be greater than or equal the number of times that

it is visited. Constraint (8) shows that the recharging process

will take Tcharge at the charging station. Constraint (9) ensures

that the number of UAVs outgoing from the charging station

and the number of UAVs incoming to charging station are

the same after we complete the coverage process. Constraint

(10) shows that the energy capacity of the UAV can cover the

wasted energy during the traveling and the covering processes

in each cycle where t1 represents the time that the UAV travels

from the charging station with full energy capacity and t2
represents the time that the UAV arrives to the charging station

to charge the battery. Now we will prove that the continuous

coverage problem is an NP-complete.

C. NP completeness

Theorem 1. The Continuous Coverage Problem is NP-

complete.

Proof. The number of constraints is polynomial in terms of

the number of subareas, the number of UAVs and the number

of time slots. Given any solution for our problem, we can

check the solution’s feasibility in polynomial time, then the

problem is NP.

To prove that the problem is NP-hard, we reduce the Bin

Packing Problem which is NP-hard [15] to a special case of

our problem. The special case will be the discrete coverage

problem in which each subarea will be visited one time by one

UAV during the coverage process. In the Bin Packing Problem,

we have p items where each item has volume zp. All items

must be packed into a finite number of bins (b1, b,...,bB), each

of volume V in a way that minimizes the number of bins used.

The reduction steps are: 1) The b-th bin in the Bin Packing

Problem is mapped to the m-th UAV in our problem (where

the volume V for each bin is mapped to the energy capacity of

the UAV E). 2) The p-th item is mapped to the n-th subarea,

(where the volume for each item p is mapped to the energy

consumed when the UAV (visits and covers) subarea n. 3)

All UAVs have the same energy capacity E. 4) The energy

consumed (during the traveling and the covering processes)

when the UAV visits subarea j from any subarea (i ∈ G \
{j}) will be constant. 5) The energy required for the UAV to

return to the charging station from any subarea i will be zero

(ETravel
i1 =0). 6) The time that the UAV needs to recharge the

battery at the charging station will be infinity. 7) Each subarea

will be visited one time by one UAV during the coverage

process (discrete coverage). If there exists a solution to the

bin packing problem with cost C, then the selected bins will

represent the UAVs that are selected and the items in each bin

will represent the subareas that the UAV must visit and the

total cost of our problem is C. If there exists a solution to our

problem with cost C, then the selected UAVs will represent

the bins that are selected and the subareas that the UAV must

visit will represent the items in each bin and the total cost

of the bin packing problem is C. We prove that there exists

a solution to the bin packing problem with cost C iff there

exists a solution to our problem with cost C. �

III. HEURISTIC ALGORITHM

Due to the intractability of the problem, we study par-

titioning the coverage graph into cycles that start at the

charging station. We first characterize the minimum number

of UAVs to cover each cycle based on the charging time,

the traveling time, and the number of subareas to be covered

by the cycle. Our analysis based on the uniform coverage in

which the UAV covers each subarea in a given cycle for a

constant time. Based on this analysis, we then develop an

efficient algorithm, the cycles with limited energy algorithm,

that minimizes the required number of UAVs that guarantees

a continues coverage.

A. Analysis

It is obvious that we need N UAVs to cover N subareas at

any given time, but the question here is how many additional

UAVs are needed to guarantee a continuous coverage. In this

subsection, we assume that the UAV visits the subareas based

on a cycle that starts from the charging station and ends at the

charging station for charging process. We also assume that

a given UAV covers the subareas in the cycle uniformly, in

which the UAV covers each subarea in a given cycle for a

constant time. In Theorem 2, we find the minimum number

of additional UAVs that are needed to guarantee a continuous

coverage for a cycle, which will help us while developing

Algorithm 1.

Theorem 2. The minimum number of additional UAVs k that

are required to provide continuous and uniform coverage for

a cycle that contains n subareas must satisfy this inequality:

k
TCoverage

n
≥ (n+ 1)T + TCharge (1)

where TCoverage is the time that the UAV allocates to cover

all subareas in the cycle, T is the time that the UAV needs to

travel from subarea i to subarea j and Tcharge is the time that

the UAV needs to recharge the battery at the charging station.

Proof. Consider that all n subareas in the cycle are covered

by n UAVs and the UAV that covers the last subarea want

to return to the charging station to recharge its battery. The

handoff process needs to begin between one of the additional

UAVs from the charging station and the UAV that covers the

first subarea in the cycle.

The UAV that covers the last subarea needs to wait (n − 1)
T to do the handoff process, during this time the additional

UAVs are covering the first subarea. After the handoff process

is completed, the UAV needs T time units to return to the
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charging station, Tcharge to recharge the battery and T to visit

the first subarea in the cycle again. Then, we have:

k
TCoverage

n
≥ (n− 1)T + T + TCharge + T (2)

�

B. The cycles with limited energy algorithm

The straightforward method (SM) to continuously cover N

subareas is to allocate two UAVs for each subarea. At the first

time slot, N UAVs cover the N subareas. Then, any UAV

wants to return to the charging station to recharge the battery

will do the handoff process with one of the additional UAVs

that are available at the charging station. By applying SM, we

need N additional UAVs and we have N cycles to cover all

the subareas.

Our proposed algorithm, the cycles with limited energy algo-

rithm (CLE), is inspired by the nearest neighbor algorithm,

the nearest neighbor algorithm is used to solve the Traveling

Salesman Problem [16], in which the salesman keeps visiting

the nearest unvisited vertex until all the vertices are visited. In

our algorithm, the UAV (salesman) has limited energy capacity

and before visiting any new subarea, we must check if the

remaining energy is enough to return to the charging station

from the new location or not. In the previous subsection, we

show how to find the minimum number of additional UAVs

that are required to guarantee the continuous coverage for

a given cycle, we use the Theorem 2 to find the minimum

number of additional UAVs that are required to provide the

continuous coverage for a given area, by finding the cycles

that need only one additional UAV. The pseudo code of this

algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Power Consumption Models

In this section, we quantify the power consumption by each

UAV when it is hovering, traveling and transmitting data.

1) Power consumption during hovering: The power con-

sumption in watt by the UAV during hovering can be given

by [17]:

P = 4
T

3/2
h√
2QS

+ p (3)

where Th is the fourth of the quadcopter total weight in N ,

Q is the density of the air in kg/m3, S is the rotor swept area

in m2 and p is the power consumption of electronics in watt.

2) Power consumption during traveling: The power con-

sumption in kW by the UAV during traveling can be given

by [18]:

P =
(mp +mv)v

370ηr
+ p (4)

where mp is the payload mass in kg, mv is the vehicle mass

in kg, r is the lift-to-drag ratio (equals 3 for vehicle that is

capable of vertical takeoff and landing), η is the power transfer

efficiency for motor and propeller, p is the power consumption

of electronics in kW and v is the velocity in km/h.

Algorithm 1 The cycles with limited energy algorithm

Input:

The geografical area G={g1,...,gN},
T : The required time to travel between two subareas in the

area,

E: The energy capacity of the UAV,

TCharge: The time that the UAV needs to recharge the

battery at charging station,

e: The energy consumed by the UAV when it covers the

subarea for 1 sec.

i=1 // i is the index of the cycle

START:

while G not empty do

ci={g1}
Do:

1 v= most recently added subarea to cycle ci
2 Find {g}= argminb∈G−{v} distance(v, b)
3 Calculate ECoverage=E-ETravel-EReturntoBS

4 Calculate TCoverage =
ECoverage

e

5 If
TCoverage

|ci|
≥ (|ci|+ 1)T + TCharge then

6 ci ←− ci ∪ {g}
7 G ←− G \ {g}
while (

TCoverage

|ci|
≥ (|ci|+ 1)T + TCharge )

8 ci ←− ci ∪ {g1}
9 C ←− C ∪ ci
10 i=i+1

end while

Output: C and M
′

=( (
∑

ci∈C

|ci| − 2)) + |C|

3) Power consumption during data transmission: The

power consumption in dB by the UAV during data transmis-

sion can be given by [10]:

Pt(dB) = Pr(dB) + L̄(R, h) (5)

L̄(R, h) = P (LOS)× LLOS + P (NLOS)× LNLOS (6)

P (LOS) =
1

1 + α.exp(−β[ 180π θ − α])
(7)

LLOS(dB) = 20log(
4πfcd

c
) + ξLOS (8)

LNLOS(dB) = 20log(
4πfcd

c
) + ξNLOS (9)

In equation (5), Pt is the transmit power, Pr is the required

received power to achieve a SNR greater than threshold γth,

L̄(R, h) is the average path loss as a function of the altitude

h and coverage radius R.

In equation (6), P (LOS) is the probability of having line of

sight (LOS) connection at an evaluation angle of θ, P (NLOS)
is the probability of having non LOS connection and equal

(1-P (LOS)), LLOS and LNLOS are the average path loss for

LOS and NLOS paths.

In equations (7), (8) and (9), α and β are constant values

which depend on the environment, fc is the carrier frequency,

d is the distance between the UAV and the user, c is the speed
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of the light , ξLOS and ξNLOS are the average additional loss

which depend on the environment.

Actually, the power consumed by the UAV during data

transmission and reception is much smaller than the power

consumed during the UAV hovering or traveling [14]. In

this paper, we assume that the power wasted during data

transmission is constant.

B. Simulation Setup

Given a geographical area G , the number of the subareas

that we need to cover and the density of the users, the question

here is how to find the optimal boundaries of the subareas

that to be covered by the UAVs. To answer this question,

the authors of [11] used transport theory to find the optimal

boundaries of the subareas. Unfortunately, this approach needs

to solve
(

N
2

)

non-linear equations at each iteration, where

N is the number of subareas. In this paper, we divide the

geographical area uniformly and apply the SM and CLE

algorithm to find the minimum number of additional UAVs

that provides the continuous coverage. We study the effect of

the UAV energy capacity, the grid size of the geographical

area, the charging time and the traveling time on the number

of the additional UAVs. Table II lists the parameters used in

the numerical analysis [19].

TABLE II: Parameters in numerical analysis

UAV energy capacity 0.88kW.h

Power consumption by the electronics 0.15kW

Grid size 4x4

Area of the graph 1kmx1km

Traveling time through edge 2.5 min

Charging station location (x,y) (0,0)

Charging time 5 min

UAV weight with battery 8.5 k.g

Maximum payload weight 2 k.g

MAX forward speed 12 m/s

Distance (meter)
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Fig. 2: The cycles that cover the subareas using the CLE

algorithm

In Figure 2, we uniformly divide the geographical area into

16 subareas and apply the CLE algorithm to find the cycles

with minimum number of additional UAVs. From the figure,

we notice that 5 cycles are needed to cover all subareas with 5
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Fig. 3: Energy capacity vs. The number of addtional UAVs
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Fig. 4: Grid size vs. The number of additional UAVs

additional UAVs. Also, we note that the paths of the cycles are

intersected in many locations. To avoid the collisions between

the UAVs, we operate the paths (cycles) at different altitudes

with small altitude differences.

In Figure 3, we study the effect of the UAV energy capacity

on the number of the additional UAVs needed to cover the

subareas. Actually, when increasing the energy capacity of the

UAV and apply SM, the number of additional UAVs needed

will not change because each subarea is covered by one cycle

and two UAVs. When increasing the energy capacity of the

UAVs, only the coverage time of each UAV increases. on the

other hand, increasing the energy capacity of each UAV results

in minimizing the number of additional UAVs that needed

using CLE. This is because increasing the energy capacity of

each UAV gives the UAV a chance to visit and to cover more

subareas, which minimizes the number of the cycles that are

needed to cover the subareas.

In Figure 4, the slope of the line produced by SM is greater

than the curve of CLE. When applying SM, the number of

additional UAVs increases linearly with the grid size. This is

because the number of additional UAVs equals the grid size.

Also, when applying the CLE, the number of additional UAVs

increases with the grid size. This is because more cycles are

needed to cover more subareas and each cycle will need one

additional UAV.
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Fig. 5: Charging time vs. The number of additional UAVs
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Fig. 6: Traveling time vs. The number of additional UAVs

In Figure 5, we study the effect of the charging time on the

number of additional UAVs needed. Changing the charging

time will not affect the number of additional UAVs needed

when applying SM. This is because the coverage time of each

UAV will cover the time that the UAV needs to return to the

charging station to recharge the battery and to visit the subarea

again. On the other hand, when applying CLE, it will be a

critical issue (see Theorem 2). Actually, charging the battery

of the UAV takes long time. For this reason, each UAV has

a replacement battery [19]. In this paper, we assume the time

needed to replace the battery for each UAV is 5 minutes.

In Figure 6, we study the effect of the traveling time

on the number of additional UAVs. Changing the traveling

time will not affect the number of additional UAVs when

applying SM. On the other hand, it will be a critical issue

to choose the appropriate traveling time when applying CLE.

When increasing the traveling time, the wasted energy during

traveling will increase and the coverage time will decrease.

Hence, the chance to visit other subareas will decrease.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the continuous coverage problem

with minimum number of replacement UAVs and prove that

it is NP complete. We design an efficient algorithm to solve

it, the cycles with limited energy algorithm. The proposed al-

gorithm covers the N subareas by cycles, in which each cycle

needs one additional UAV to ensure continuous coverage. We

showed that the energy capacity of the UAVs, the number

of subareas in the affected area, and the UAV charging and

traveling times will all impact the required number of UAVs.

Our simulation results showed that applying the cycles with

limited energy algorithm, can efficiently reduce the number

of additional UAVs needed relative to the straightforward

method. As future work, we will study the continuous coverage

problem using UAVs with non-uniform energy capacities and

the use of green energy.
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